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Ihese are the fundamental

tools with which we ìearn
about space and tìme.

Þ Looking Ahead
The Boal of Chapier 37 is to
understand how EiÀstein's thèory of
relativìty changes our concepts of
space and time. ln this.chapter you

will learn to:

I Use the principle of relat¡vity.
r Understand how time dilation .

and length confactìon change

our concepts of spacè and tÍmè.
r Use the LorenÞ tr¿nsfoiriìatìons

.of positions and velo¿itìes. '

I Calculate relativistic momentum
and energy.

I Understand how mass arìd ..
energy are equivaìent. .

{ Looking Back
The materi¿l in this chapter depends
on an understandjng of relative

motion in Newtonjan nìechanics,
Pìease review: . . .

r Seclion 4.4 lnertial reference
frames and the Calilean

tr¿nsformations.
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Space and time seem like straightforward ideas. You can measure lengths with a
¡uler or meter srick. You ca¡ time events wilh a stopwatch. Norhing could be simpler.

So it seemed to everyone until 1905, when an unknown young scientist had the
nerve to suggest that this simple view of space and time was in cotrflict with other
principles ofphysics. In the century since, Einstein's theory of relativity has radically
altered our understanding of some of the most fundamental ideas in physics.

Relativity, despite its esoteric reputation, has very real irnplications for modern
technology. Global posilioning system (GPS) satellites depend on relativiry. as do rhe
navigation systems used by airliners. Nucleâ¡ reactors make tangible use of Eillstei¡.'s
famous equation E : mcz to geterate20To of the electricity used in the United States,
The annihilation of matter in posituon-emission tomography (PET scanners) has given
neuoscientists a new ability to monitor activity within the brain.

The freory ofrelativity is fascinating, perplexing, and challenging. Itis also vital to
our contemporary understanding of the universe in which we live.

57.1 Relativity: What's lt All About?
Ûhat do you tbink of when you hear the phrase "theory of relativity" ? A.vihitè, haircd
Einstein? E : mc22 Blackholes? Time t¡avel? Perhaps you've heard that the theory
of rèlativity is so complicated and abstract that only a handful of people in the whole
world really understand it.

There is, without doubt, a cerLain mystique associaled with relaûvity. an aura of the
strange and exotic. The good ne\¡7s is that understanding the ideas of relativity is well
within your grasp. EirstetrL's special theory ol relotirity, the portion of relativity we'I1
study, is not mathematically difficult at all. The challenge is conceptual because rela-
tivity questions deeply held assumptions about the nature of space and time. In fact,
that's what relativity is all about-space and time.

ln ooe sense, reládvity is not a neì idea at all. Cenain ideas about relarivity a-re part
of Newtonian mecha¡ics. You had an introduction to these ideas in Chapter 4, where
you learned about reference frames and the Galilean transformations. Einstein, how-
evé¡ thought that relativity should apply to all the laws ofphysics, notjust mechanics.
1¡hb difficútf as you'll see, is that some aspects of relativity appear to be incompati-



ble with the laws of electromagnetism, pa¡ticularly the laws goveming the propaga-
tion of light waves.

Lesser scientists might have concluded that relativity simply doesn't apply to elec-
tromagnetism. Einstein's genius was to see that the incompatibilify arises lrom
assumptions aborot space and time, assùmptions no one had ever questioned because
they seem so obviously true. Rather than abandon the ideas of relativity, Einstein
changed our understanding ofspace and time.

Fortunately, you need Dot be a geniùs to follow a path that someone else has
blazed. However, we will have to exercise the utmost care with regard to logic and
precision. We will need to state very precisely just how it is that we know things about
the physical world, then rutblessly follow the logical consequences. The challenge is
to stay on this path, not to let our p¡ior assumptions-assumptions that are deeply
ingrained in all of us-lead us ashay.

What's Special About Special Relativity?
Einstein's first paper on relativity, in 1905, dealt exclusively with inertial reference
frames, reference frames that move relative to each other with constant velocity. Ten
years later, Einstein published a more encompassing theory of relativity that consid-
ered accelerated motion and its connection to gravity. The second theory because it's
more general in scope, is cdJed. general relntivíty. General relativity is the theory that
describes black holes, curved spacetime, artd the evolution of the universe. It is a fas-
cinating theory but, alas, very mathematical and outside the scope of this textbook.

Motion at constant velocity is a "special case" of motion-namely, motion for
which the acceleration is ze¡o. Hence Einstein's first theory of relativity has come to
be known as special relativity. it is special in the sense ofbeing a resfiicted, special
case of his more general theory not special in the everyday sense meaning distinctive
or exceptional. Special relativity, with its conclusions about time dilation and length
contraction, is what we will study.

57.2 Galilean Relativity
A firrn grasp of Galilean relativity is necessary if we are to appreciate and understand
what is new in Einstein's theory. Thus we begin with the ideas of relativity that are
embodied in Newtonian mechanics.

Reference Frames
Suppose you're passing me as we both drive in the same di¡ection along a freeway.
My car's speedometer reads 55 mph while your speedometer shows 60 mph. Is
60 mph your "true" speed? That is cefainly your speed relative to someone stasding
beside the road, but your speed relative to me is only 5 mph. Your speed is 120 mph
relative to a driver approaching ftom the other direction at 60 mph.

An object does not have a "t¡ue" speed or velocity. The very definition of velocity,
v : A,xl Lt, assumes the existence of a coordinate system in which, during some time
interval 

^t, 
the displacement Â.r is measùred. The best we can manage is to specify an

object's velocity relative to, or with respect to, the coordinate system in which it is
measured.

Let's defr[e a refefence frame to be a coordinate system in which experimenters
equipped with meter sticks, stopwatches, and any other needed equipment make posi-
tion and time measurements on moving objects. Three ideas are implicit in our defini-
tion ofa relerence Fr¿me:

r A reference frame extends infinitely far in all directions.
r The experimentqs are at rest in the reference frame.
r The number of expeúmenters and the quality of their equipment are sufficient to

measure positions and velocities tb any level of accuracy needed.
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Albert Einstein (1879-1955) w¿s one of
the most influential thinkers in history.
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FrcuRE JZ.r The standard reference
frames s and s'.

\T"1:[tì'I
I

:ï

1. The ares
of S and S'
lrave the sâme
o¡ientation,

i'i
i '-.

2. FraÍre S'nÌoves with
velocity v relative to
frame S. The relative
nìotion is ertireÌy alon!
the Ì- and ì'-âxes,

li

The fust two ideas are especially important. It is often convenient to say "úe labo-

ratory reference fiame" or "the refe¡ence f¡ame of the rocket." These are shorthand

expressions for "a reference frame, infinite in all dfuections, in which the laboratory
(or the rocket) and a set of experimenters happen to be at rest."

NorE > A reference f¡ame is not the same thing as a "point of view." That is, each

person or each experimenter does not have his or her own private reference f¡ame.

All experimenters ât rest relafive to each other share the same reference

frame, <

FrcuRE 37.r shows two reference frames called S and S'. The coordinate axes in S are

r, ), z artd those i¡ S' ¿1s ¡', y', ¿'. Reference ftame S' moves with velocity l relative

to S or, equivalently, S moves with velocity -v relative to S'. There's no implication
that either refe¡ence f¡ame is "at rest." Notice that the zero of time, when experi-

menters start thefu stopwatches, is the instant that the origins of S and S' coincide.

We will restrict our aLferll\orr to ineûiql reference Jrames, implying that the relative

velocity v is constant. You should recall from Chapter 5 that an ínertial ¡efe¡ence

fiame is a reference frame in which Newton's first law, the law of inertia, is valid. In
particular, an inertial reference frame is one in which an isolated Particle, one on

which there a¡e no forces, either remains at rest or moves in a straight line at constant

speed.

Aly reference frame movitrg at constant velocity with respect to an inertial refer-

ence ftame is itself an inertial reference ftame. Conversely, a reference frame acceler-

ating with respect to an ine¡tial reference frame is ¿ol an inertial reference frame. Our

rest¡iction to ¡eference frames moving with resPect to each other at constant Yelocity-
with no acceleration-is the "special" part of special relativity.

NorE > An inertial reference frame is an idealization. A true inertial reference

frame would need to be floating in deep space, far from any gravitational influence

In practice, an earthbound laboratory is a good approximation of an ine¡lial refer-

ence frame because the accelerations associated with the earth's rotation and

motion around the sun a.re too small to influence most experiments. <

lÏlLÏl.}llff]fu Which of these is an inertial reference f¡ame (or a very good

approximation) ?

a. Your bedroom
b. A car rolling down a steep hill
c. A trairì coasting along a level track
d. A rocket being launched

e. A roller coaster going over the top of a hill
f. A sry diver falling at tetminal sPeed

"--"1 
,'

Ë

3.The origins of S and S'coincide at ¡ = 0
Thìs is oùr definrtion of I = 0.

J,

I

I

I

i:i"4. Altr;mâtively, fraûe S

with velocÌty -r relâti
fratne S'.

FrcuRE 57.2 The position of an exploding
firecracker is measured in reference
frames s and S'.

At lin1e 1, the origin of S' bâs moved

dislance Ì,¡ to theright. thus ir = Ì' + r,l. The Galilean Transformations
Suppose a firecracker explodes at time L The experimenters in reference frame S

determine that the explosion happened at position.r. Similarly, the experimenters in S'
find that the firecracker exploded at r' in their reference f¡ame. What is the relation-

ship between x and -x'?
ncune:¡.2 shows the explosion and the two refe¡ence frames. You can see from the

figure that x = .x' + vl, thus .

Distânces perpendicrìlår to
the motion ¿Ìe not affecled
Thus )" : ) ând a' : ¡.

v'-v (37.i)



These equations, which you saw in Chapter 4, are ttle Gol¡leqn transformaÍions of
pos¡Ííon.I1yonknow a position measured by the experimenters in olle inertial refer-

ence frame, you can calculate the position that would be measured by experimenters

in any otber inertial reference ftame.
Suppose the experimenters in both reference f¡ames now track the motion ilf the

object in rtcuRE 57.3 by measuring its position at many instants of time. The experi-

menters in S find that the object's velocity is i. Duri\glhe s%me time interval Lt,the
experimenters in S ' measule t¡e velocity to be ¿' .

NorE > In this chapte! we will use v to represent the velocity of one reference

frame relative to arìother. We will use ii and i' to represent the velocities of objects

with respect to reference ftames S and S ' . This notation differs ftom the notation of
Chapter 4, where we used y to represent the relative velocity. <

We can find the relationship between ù añû' by taking the time derivatives of
Equation 37.1 and using the dehnition ø, : drldt:

dx'=-+v:u:+v

u,

The equation for ¿rz is similar. The net result is

u,: u',*v ul:u,- Y
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FrcuRE 37.3 The velocity of a moving
object ìs measured in reference frames S

and s'.

The objcct's vclooity in fr¡me S is ¿

dy'

dt

dã

dt

_dy
dt

hì fiamg 
.S', 

the vclocjty is i'.

u, : u',

ur: u'"

of u', : u,

u'" : u,

*-l r I'l ¿ I

ö__, ö_.,

.. 5oLyi , ïre spgea ofà mechq+icd'wâVe, sì¡ch as â souid wave ìô¡.

a wave on a st¡iog, is its speed rclative to its medíum.lh1Js the

speed of sound tslhe speed oI a sound wave thJough a reference

.frame in which the aiiis at rest. This is ¡eferèrice frame S, where

wai'e 1r t¡aveli. with í elociti rit =, -iág mlq.aná- w¿vþ 2 tr¿v913

wiLh velociry a2 - -J40 m/s. Notice tlal the Calilean transfor-
,ry?\ro¡ip ]o¡e ve\ocití¿s, yi!¡ appfoJ¡i4t9. slgn¡, notjù¡t speeds. ì

,'. Ther4{plane.qâryelq 19 th€.trght:1¡'it!. içférence,:franie. 51.at

lúelóô¡ty y. Wé çag û.qé the.Gâlilèän.t¡ansformâtüds.of.n9199iry 19

lqg4 ttig iáociqes,9rúè two sglnl,,yaygéiû !r1ur1slt,:.::,.,,,.] . 
. 

,

' ; . :,a'r-.trt - 1.-= -340im/s,-.,200 ri/¡ = . .541,tnls.: .. . , : .

'a:' ii: tt; -'v. -.340 n¡ls - 200 m,/s,-:. l4Q nn/i .,
'.':"...:'':..

assEss Thjs isn't surprisiog. lf you're driving ai 50 rrph. a car
rcoiúììrg the òther way ãt SS -þft ió apptouc. fting you at 105 mph. A
.òa¡ cqr¡_n4g u'p be¡ind you at.55 mÞh seel4s tg be gainingbn yoÌ af

:lhe ra¡é of ônli 5 ûiÈh: Wâúé'speeds tie]lavqittle sâñe.,Noticethat
i u -""¡,aniçut *q;e'ivó"io ãppEãto-..be statig¡rav 19ipe*prr'rnov:.
;iig¡ á.t¡qh91 ¡,.41,é¡5pes. d. To- a..iurfe¡]fhg,e¡gst of th€,.oceaq:waye.

remains at rest under hi s or her feet.

(37 .2)

Equations 37.2 are the Gølilean trønsformøt¡ons of velociry.If you know the velocity
of a particle as measured by thè experimenters in one inertial reference frame, you cal
use Equations 37.2 to find the velocity that would be measured by experirnenters in
aÍy other iDertial reference f¡ame.

Ei4rttpiÉ iTri The speed ofsgundr ¡, ,: ,: . . '

Aìr aþiàne is fly¡4g at ;peed 200 û/q with resiect io the grorind'

Sound:wavq, i is repploàChing ,the plane. f¡gm lhe fiortt, sound

wave 2 is catôhing up:f¡am tjebind. Both waves trãiel at 340 ¡¡.i/!
¡elativeto'ihe'grouäd, Wha|is the speed of.èách wàve relatve,to
tfig ptqref, ¡ . , ,, ,...,,,- ..,,..':,. .',; ,.. ,t ' , 1..

MotEf Assurie,thal'th€ ea4! (fÌ.âm-e S) atd thé'airplan€ (f¡ame
S l) :âreJn-ertial ieferéígè tame'S. F¡àme S a,.iirwhich tlÍe ¿ùiírlâne is

¿trestiovès ¿it v = 2oolryi.reìatirle io aariierS: -.'¡' : '-.', 1:' ".

VlSuAtIzE.rFlGgR! ¡7:4 q.lowl lhe a{pl_ale.agd'the-Soufd waies: -

'.Fr6uRE.57.4 E¡peiiménterà'in the.plane meisùre diffeient., i

speeds for the uÌaúes than.do experjmÇnlers ón the 8róund. . ì

.,, The piane s frame S'trrìvels .,

i åt Ì, = 200 ÍVs relative to
thè elour4'ó fjamg _S.r l

Wavg ?.trâvels 4l
t1: : +34D if,ls

Wàvé l: i¡¿irelí át
'ù::-. 

-74Q il,t,
in {rlamê S. : '
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FrcuRE f,7.5 Experimenters in both
reference frames test Newton's second
Iaw by measuring the force on ¿ particle
and its acceleration.

Expe¡imeDlers in boah frâmes
measure the same force.

Experì¡nenters in both lraûes
measu¡e tbe same accelerâ1ion

(b) Colùsion seen in íiafne S'

!J,

(37.3)

ri-= j-:i=l:5=:=:- 

-

ila"j q¡JïI-.t:'_t: Ocean waves are approaching the beach at 10 m./s. A boat heading
out to sea travels at 6 m,/s. How fast are the waves moving in the boat's reference
ftame?

a. 16 m-/s b. 10 m/s c. 6 m./s d. 4 m/s

The Galilean Principle of Relativity
Experimenters in reference ftames S and S' measure different values for position and

velocity. What about the force on and the acceleration of the particle in FTGURE r7.5?

The strength of a force can be measured with a spring scale. The expe¡imenters in ref-
erence f¡ames S and S' both see the saze readíng otthe scaTe (assume the scale has a

bright digital display easily seen by all experimenters), so both conclude that the force
is the same. That is, F' - F.

We can compare the accelerations measued in the two reference ftames by taking
the time derivative of the velocity transformation equation ¿¿' : ø - v. (We'11

assume, for simplicity, that the velocities and accelerations are all in the .x-direction.)
The relative velocity v between the two reference frames is constant, with dvldt : 0,

thus

du' du

dt: dt

FtcuRE 57.5 Total momentum measured
in tlvo reference frames.

(a) Collision seen i¡ frame S

v

ffiÉ'.
= 9.0 n/s

= 9.0 kC n/s

l'
I nn-*

t*
ó-.

Experimenters in reference frames S and S' measure diffe¡ent values for an object's
position and velocity,b]ulÍhey agree onits acceleration.

If F : ma in reference frame S, then F' : mq' in ¡eference ftame S'. Stated
another way, if Newton's second law is valid in one inertial reference frame, tìen it is
valid in all inertial reference frames. Because other laws of mechanics, such as the
conservation laws, follow from Newton's laws of motion, we can state this conclusiol
as the Galilean princíple of reløtittity:

i,;t:,9alileaí:fnnc.iÞ.,!9Ìo-f.l,rejn!i!_í!y' The laws of mecbanjcs are the samé.,,i1 aU.i!!.e¡..,'

l..:.¡øti¿te¡éné*a¡Á¿¡.:....:..:::.::::.:..:::;,...'''....:.....-

The Galilean principle of relativity is easy to state, but to understard it we must
understand what is and is not 't¡e same." To take a specific example, consider the law
of conservation of momentum. FIGURE 37.6a shows two pa¡ticles about to collide. Their
total momenhrm ir frame S, where particle 2 is at rest, is 4 : 9.0 kgm/s. This is an

isolated system, hence the law of conservation of momentum tells us that the momen-
tum after the collision will be Pr : 9.0 kgm/s.

FrcuRE 37.6b has used the velocity fansformation to look at the same pâ¡ticles in
frame S'in which pa¡ticle 1is at rest. The initial momentum in S'is Pf : -18kgm/s.
Thus it is \ot the vølue of the momeDtum that is the same in all ine¡tial ¡efe¡ence
frames. Instead, the Galilean principle of relativity tells us that the lalr of momentum
conservation is the same in all inertial reference frames. If Pr : 4 in frame S, then it
must be true that Pl : Pí in frame S'. Consequently, we can conclude that Pi will be

- 1 8 kg m,/s after the collision in S ' .

Using Galilean Relativity
The principle of relativity is. concerned with the laws of mecbanics, not with the val-
ues that are needed to satisfy the 1aws. If momentum is conserved in one inertial ¡efer-
ence frame, it is conserved in all inertial reference f¡ames. Even so, a problem may be

easier to solve in one reference frame than in others.

t i

1.0 ks 2.0ks I/-/"1
ô-ì I1/l I

u', J -so-lt I

Pí = -18 ke n/s Ir_ x eF_,,



Elastic collisions provide a good example ofusing reference frames. You learned ir
Chapter 10 how to calculate the outcome of a pedectly elastic collision between two
particles ir the reference frame in which particle 2 is initially at rest. We can use that
information together with the Galilean tansformations to solve elastic-collision prob-
lems in any inenial relerence frame.

The collisioi lakesrplace in:ft¿me:S.

37.2 . Galileân Relarivity ll47

with

ø Analyze thè collisión in
' f¡âme S'r , .:
€, Tr.a¡sf9r¡i tÌìe Þosi:collisión
i lelocitjes back to fraúe:S. ,

:

lACTlcs 4n"¡*¡¡s.êlastic collÍsions
Box 37.1 i -

o.:fr*srónírúe,i¡ti t** a¡i:inésffi ¡níeíéil:! aiLí.tla¡r úaí s
I : :.

l'rame S' in whìch panicle 2.is at.reit.
€l The ou¡come ofthe collision in S' is given by

mt -. m.ui= 

-u;j
ftit -t t4t

uit : -- -.-uíi. m1 + t42

O Transform the two finai velocities from frame S' bâck to frame S

' .:: '.:. :'...4 ..

tg
ta'i¿ièiédce

:..:i: l¡ii :t.::t :::: )t;:. : ::'l :

.:. .:,.,t,.:1:':.
,tt**a,+:;.@

EXAMqLE i?-.2 . A¡'elastic collísior¡:..,, ..., .:..:1,:r:... ,'
A 300 g baü movi¡g ro the right ar 2.0 m/s bas a perlectJy elastìc
colliEion with.4 100:9lall rriij,ingrtg the.left á14,q t¡lsr_Vhatr4e
thedirectionandspeedof eachballafterthccollision?. ..-- . . .

MoDEr The velocities are measured jn rhe laborarory f-rame.

wbich we call frame S.

vrsu¡LrzE- FIGùRE ¡7.2" strooiì.þôúì tne Þ41!rànd à refe¡eniè frame I

iS'rliñ \a,lücliball2jS âli9f.tjr:.. --. . ¡...:,¡. ::.r.:]] '. .:: .,-. ,':'.,

¡orvi. iú".tlì'"e i!è,!ì.9!.ractþ!,Boí11¡i,a'ó lrlo¡qâlQd,- ¡ic-.
UBE 37.7b. Wè:re€ive4 ¿lri an4.ari..Thè,G.-alilçad tra¡sfoìmations of
these velocities to fîame S', using v = -4.0 Í¡,/s. are

uit : ut¡ - v - (2.0 rnlst - (-4.0 m,/s) - 6.0 m-/s

,.;, '"V1 u" .,u:' {:40nlsì, !-.-4:9:d.:),:9,d, i ,. '
The 10q g'balt i¡êtle.s.lin framrc- S;, qhiìh.is what wq \¡{atr.ted, T.¡e
velocities after the collision are

lnt - mi
ai¡ - 

-al¡-3.0m,/s
ntim)

ai, : aaii = 9.0 m-¿s
nt+h1

,{e'v.e.lli¡hed.tþç iolliòiori amlysis,.6ìÌ.wè:ie,riôiìlorie.be¿ause .

úese are the posFcollsion velociries in f¡ame S'. Anotier applica-
tion of th;.ealilear rransfo4.natioìis'ie.lli.ui tbái rhe Þôst-i,ólli¡ion .

yêlg crtiiiiillpTgrsi_ar9 r: 
-., ,,.. 

i --' ,'.'..,.;. ,,,.,,..;.;.. ..11:

' . u1¡ = ui¡,J v =r(3,qo-lÐ,.+:(--¿ o.ts): -,1,ol¡/s:: I :,:

.. :'r,¡1:ou,*,¡:è.g +..'.i..', il;¡r";r.i.. ., rì.
Thus the 300 g ball rcbounds to Lhe left at a speed oI 1.0 ÍVs and
ùe 100 g ball is l$ocked to ùe ri8ht ar a speed of 5.0 m,/s.

i

FtcûRE r?.7::Using reference frames to.soìve. an
elastic-collision problem.

(a)

Fr'rlfne S',moves
pà.ticle2, .:

..'..: :

(b)

l'

o+¡..+ ...'
' \ r", 

=.5:o.nils

À9¡Èf s,;.r-Yoii 'Òaîr eÌ¡ìrilÍ vèriÎy.;1¡¿1, *o¡"ntum- is conseived:.

PJ:- ,.8 = .q:20 kg,m/s: .Tle calculatio]1s ¡t.tlus ex3rlr.ple we-ie !,asy,
thé-:iripo¡tant.poiät::of .this exaople, .and. one w'orth lôiùeful
rhoqgh!,..f qe ¿¿€iq of wha!,we did arid.whi we qi4¡!. .t..... ,-
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FTGURE 57-8 It seems as íf the speed of
light should differ from c in a reference
frame moving through the ether.

P.ior to Einstein, it was lboughr thar
light travels at speed c ln the refe¡ence
frame of dìe ether

---v---->

Then surely lighi t¡avels ât some
other speed I elalive fo a reference
frame moving tfuoogh the ether

57.5 Einstein's Principle of Relativity
The 19th centùry was an era of optics and electomagnetism, Thomas Young demon-
stuated in 1801 that light is a wave, and by ¡nidcertury scientists had devised tech-
niques for measuring the speed of light. Faraday discovered electromagnetic inductio[
in 1831, setting in motion a train of events leading to Maxwell's conclusion, in 1864,
that light is an electromagnetic wave.

If light is a wave, what is the medium in which it tlavels? This was perhaps t/ze

most important scientif,ic question of tbe second half of the l gth cenrury. The medium
in which light waves were assumed to travel was called the ether. Experiments to
measure the speed of light were assumed to be measuring its speed through the ether.
Butjust what is the ether? What are its properties? Can we collect ajar full of ether to
study? Despite the significance of these questions, efforts to detect the ether or mea-
sure its propenies kept coming up empty handed.

Maxwell's theory of elecfomagnetism didn't help the situation. The crowning suc-
cess of Maxwell's theory was his prediction thât light waves ûavel with speed

: 3.00 x 108 rn/s

This is a very specific prediction witì no wiggle room. The difficuþ with such a spe-
cific prediction was the implication that Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism are
vahd only it the reference frame of the ether. After all, as rrcuRE i7.B shows, the light
speed should certainly be larger or smaller than c in a reference frame moving through
the eùe¡ just as the sound speed is different to someone moving through the air.

As the 19th century closed, it appeared that Maxwell's theory did not obey the clas-
sical principle of relativity. There was just one reference ftame, the reference frame of
the ethe¡ in which the laws of electromagnetism seemed to be true. And to make mat-
ters worse, the fact that no one had been able to detect the ether meant that no one
could identify the one refe¡ence frame in which Maxwell's equations "wo¡ked."

It was in this muddled state of affairs that a young Albert Einstein made his mark
on the world. Even as a teenager, Einstein had wondered how a light wave would look
to someone "surfing" tìe wave, traveling alongside the wave at the wave speed. You
can do that with a water wave or a sound wave, but light waves seemed to present a
logical difficulty. An electromagnetic wave sustains itself by virtue of the fact that a
changing magretic field induces an electric field and a changing electric field induces
a magnetic field. But to someone moving \¡tìlhthe waye, the fields would not change.
How could there be an electromagnetic wave unde¡ these circumstances?

Several years of thinking about the connection between electromagnetism and ref-
erence f¡ames led Einstein to the conclùsion that all the laws ofphysics, notjust the
laws of mechanics, should obey the principle of relativity. In other words, the princi-
ple of relativity is a fundamental statement about the nature of the physical universe.
Thus we can ¡emove the restriction in the Galilean principle of relativity and state a
much more general principle:

1

All:th¿.l4itÉ:qf þliy¡iès: ardttiè:qârqe. j¡r.¿l1itqíiâl r_éferi
-.::. ' .:'. '..:)... a: : .: .: : : . :.. ...:. : . .: . ì:: .:,.. !. :::::.t:\: : . - ::......:,:.,a::.4....:

All the results of Einstein's theory of relativity flow from this one simple statement.

The Constancy of the Speed of Light
If Maxwell's equations of électromagnetism are laws of physics, and there's every
reasoD to think they are, then, according to the principle ofrelátivitf Maxwell's equa-
tions must be true in every inertiaT refercnce frame. On the surface this seems to be an
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innocuous statement, equivalent to sayhg that the law of consewation of momentum
is true in every inertial reference frame. But follow the logic:

I. Maxwetl's equations are true in all inenial relerence frames.
2. Maxwell's equations predict that electromagnetic waves, including light, tiavel

at speed c 3.00 X 108 m/s.
3. Therefore, light travels at speed c in all inertial reference frames.

FrcuRE 37.e shorvs the implications of this conclusion. All experimenters, regardless
of how they move with respect to each othe¡, find that all light waves, regardless of
the source, travel in their reference frame with the same speed c. If Cathy's velocity
toward Bill and away from Amy is v : 0.9c, Cathy finds, by making measurements in
her reference frame, that the light from Bill approaches her at speed c, not at
c * v : i.9c. And the light ftom Amy, which leftAmy at speed c, catches up from
behind at speed c rel,etive to CqÍhy, IJ.otthe c - y : 0.1c you would have expected.

Although this prediction goes against all shieds of common sense, the experimen-
tal evidence for it is strong. Laboratory experiments are difficult because even the
highest laboratory speed is insignificant in compadson to c. In the 1930s, however,
physicists R. J. Kennedy and E. M. Tho¡ndike realized that they could use the earth
itself as a laboratory. The earth's speed as it circles the sun is about 30,000 m/s. The
rclatíve velocily of fhe earth in January differs by 60,000 trìls ftom its velocity in July,
when the earth is moving in the opposite direction. Kennedy and Thomdike were able
to use a very sensitive and stable interferometer to show that the numerical values of
the speed of light in January and July differ by less than 2 m-/s.

More recent experiments have used unstable elementary particles, called ø mesons,

that decay into high-energy photons of light. The z mesons, created in a particle accel-
erator, move through the laboratory at 99.975Va the speed of light, or v : 0.99975c,
as they emit photons at speed c in the ?7 meson's ¡eference frame. As FrcuRE 37,ro

shows, you would expect the photons to tuavel though the laboratory with speed

c * v : 1.9997 5c. htstead, the measured speed of the photons in the laboratory was,
within experimental eno¡ 3.00 X 108 m/s.

In stmmary, every experiment designed to compaie the speed of light in different
¡efe¡ence frames has found that light havels at 3.00 X 108 m./s in every inertial refer-
ence frame, regardless ofhow the reference frames are moving with respect to each
other.

How Can This Be?
You're in good company if you find this impossible to believe. Suppose I shot a ball
forward at 50 m/s while clriving past you at 30 m/s. You would certainly see the ball
traveling at 80 m/s relative to you and the ground. What we're saying with regard to
Iight is equiúalent to saying that the ball navels at 50 m/s relati\e to my car aÛd at the
same time travels at 50 m/s relative to the ground, even though the car is moving
across the ground at 30 m/s. It seems logically impossible.

You might think that this is merely a matter of semantics. If we can just get our def-
initions and use of words shaight, then the mystery and confusion will disappe.ar. Or
perhaps the difftculty is a confusion between what we "see" versus what "really hap-
pens." In other words, a better analysis, one t¡at focuses on what really happens,
would find that light 'Îeally" travels at different speeds in different reference ftames.

Alas, what "really happens" is that light travels at 3.00 x 108 m/s in every iner-
tial reference frame, regardless of hów the reference ftames are moving with respect
to each other. It's not a trick. There remains only one way to escape the logical
contradictions.

The definition of veiocity is ø : 
^r/^1, 

the ratio of a distan-èe traveled to the time
interval in which the travel occurs. Suppose you and I both make measurements oll an
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FrcuRE i7.s Light trêvels at speed c in all
inertial reference frames, regardless of
how the reference frames are moving
with respect to the light source.

Tbis lìght wave leaves Amy at
speed ¿ relâtjve to Amy. It approaches
Catlry ât speed c ¡elaliye to Cathy.

This lisht wâve leâr'es Bìll ãr

speed c relative ro Bill. It approâches
Cathy al speed .reÌätìve to Cathy.

FIGURE 37.r0 Experimenls find that the
photons travel through the laboratory
with speed c, not the speed 1.99975c
that you mi8ht expect.

A pho¿on is emitted åt speed ¿ relatìve to
the î mesor Measurements find thal the
photon's speed in the laboratory retè¡ence
frâme is also ¿. 

i
ty''.

Meson -
refere¡ce
frame

Laboratory . --
rcference
frame

v = 0.9c
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object as it moves, but you happen to be moving relative to me. Perhaps I'm standing
on the comer, you're driving past in your car, and we're both fying to measure the
velocity of a bicycle. Further, suppose we have agreed in advance to measure the bicy-
cle as it moves ftom the tree to the lamppost inìFrcuRE 37.r r. Your Ax' differs from my
A-x because of your motion relative to me, causing you to calculate a bicycle velocity
ø' in your reference frame that differs from its velocity ¿¿ in my reference frame. This
isjust the Galilean tuansformations showing up again.

FIcURE 57.t r Measuring the velocity of an object by appealing to the basic definition

I
i-------------- - x
!$i '.'-¡Ì 

anil ar' are

I
Measurements made in fråme S. ì¡
which the tree ánd l¿mppost a¡e at rest.
The bicycle's velocity is ,l = ArlAt.

-æ. "'.{' -.,F: È¡ ll..- lhe ree and l¿mpposl
åffi) ..'f cre mo\ ine ro úe left

4qF <| jntru'.si.
ffr Jl,.

Measìrements made in fråme S', which
moves to t¡e right relative to frame S-

the bicycle's velocity is u'= Lx'l(t.

ffi*

Now let's repeat the measurements, but this time let's measure the velocity of a
light wave as it travels from the tuee to the lamppost. Once again, your Ar' differs
ftom my Ax, although the difference will be pretty small unless your car is moving at
well above the legal speed limit. The obvious conclusion is that your light speed ø'
differs from my light speed a. But it doesn't. The experiments show that, for a light
wave, we'l1 get the same yal]ues:. u' : u.

The only way this can be true is if your 
^l 

is not the same as my At. If the time it
takes the light to move flom the tree to the lamppost in your reference ftame, a time
we'll now call Â,r', differs from the time A/ it takes the light to move from the tlee to
thelamppostinmyreferenceframe,thenwemightfindthatA,x'lLt': Lx/Lt.T\at
is, ¡r' : ¿, even though you are moving with respect to me.

We've assumed, since the beginning of this textbook, that time is simply timer It
flows along like a river, and al1 experimenters in all reference frames simply use it.
For example, suppose the t¡ee a¡d the lamppost both have big clocks that we both can
see. Shouldn't we be able to agree on the time interyal A/ the light needs to move from
the tuee to the lamppost?

Perhaps not. It's demonshably true that 
^.r' 

* Ax. It's experimentally verified that
u':ufotlig;htwaves.Somethingmustbewrongwithdj.'umpti.onsfhatwe'vemade
about the natu¡e of time. The principle of relativity has painted us into a corner, and
our only way out is to reexamine our understanding of time.
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57.4 Events and Measurements
To question some of our most basic assumptions about space and time requires
exÍeme care. We need to be certain that no assumptions slip into oul analysis uìno-
ticed. Our goal is to describe the motion of a particle in a clear and precise way, mak-
ing the barest minimum of assumprions.

Events
The fundamental entity of relativity is called an event. An event is a physical activity
that takes place at a definite point in space and at a definite instant of time. An explod-
ing firecracker is an event. A collision between two particles is an event. A light wave
hitting a detector is an event.

Events can be observed and measu¡ed by experimenters in different reference
frames. An exploding firecracker is as clear to you as you drive by in your car as it is
to me standing on the sheet comer. We can quantify where and when an event occurs
with four nurnbers: the coordinates (1, y, z) and the instant of time t These four num-
beß, illustrated in Flcune:r,ru, are called the spacet¡me coordinates of the event.

The spatial coordinates of an event measured in ¡eference frames S and S, may dif-
fer. It now appears that the insta¡t of time ¡ecorded in S ald S, may also differ Thus
the spacetime coordinates of an event measured by experimenters in f¡ame S are
(x, y, z, t) a:r'd the spacetime coordinates of the same event measlreð. by experi-
menters in frame S' are (x.', y', 2', t' ).

The motion of a particle can be desc¡ibed as a sequence of two or more events. We
introduced this idea in the preceding section when we agreed to measure the velocity
of a bicycle and then of a light wave by comparing the object pâssing the tree (fhst
event) to the object passing the lamppost (second event).

Measurements
Events are what "really happen," but how do we learn about an event? That is, how do
t}le experimenters in a refe¡ence f¡ame determine the spacetime coo¡dinates of an
event? This is a problem of measurement.

We defined a reference fiame to be a coordinate system in which experimenters can
make position and time measu¡ements. That's a good sta , but now we need to be
more precise as to åow the measurements are made. Imagine that a ¡eference frame is
filled with a cubic lattice of meter sticks, as shown in rtcunE 57.t5. At every intersec-
tion is a clock, and all the clocks in a refe¡etce frame are Ð¡nchronized, We,ll retar¡l il
a moment to consider how to synckonize the clocks, but assume for the moment it
can be done.

Now, with oul meter sticks and clocks in place, we can use a two-paft measu¡ement
scheme:

I The (x, y, z) coordinates of an event are determined by the intersection of the meter
sticks closest to the event.

r The event's time r is the time displayed on tlìe clock nearest the event.

You can imagine, if you wish, t¡at each event is accompanied by a flash of light to
illuminate the face ofthe nearest clock and make its reading known.

Several important issues need to be noted:

1, The clocks and meter sticks i¡ each reference frame are imaginary, so they have
no difhculty passing thrqugh each othe¡.

2. Measurements of position and time made in one refe¡ence frame must use only
the clocks and meter sticks in that refe¡ence frame.

3, There's nothing special about the sticks being 1 m long and the clocks 1 m apart.
The lattice spacing can be altered to achieve whatever level of measurement
accuracy is desired.

FrcuRE 37.r2 The location and time of
an event ¿re described by its spacetime
coordrnates.

,{n evenl has spacetime coordinates (j, T, ¡,1)
iD îrâme S and diflerent spÂcetjme coordinaters
(.ri l'', r', /') in frane S,. )

> Meter sticks

FtcURÊ 37.13 The spacetime coordinates
of an event ¿re measured by a laflice of
meter sticks and clocks.

The spacetime coordinates ofthis everìt
are ûeâsured by tbe nea, est meter súck
intersecdon and the nearest clock-

7 òynctuomzect

Le S'.

ffi

Refercnce fråme S

Ref¿re¡cc fra¡¡e S'h¿s its own
m¡rter sticks and its ow¡r clocks
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FrcuRE i7.r4 Synchronizing clocks.

1. This clock is p¡ese! to 1-00 ¡¿s, the
rilne it rakes light ro rrâvel 300 m.

cf- 
Clock at o¡iCin

It
300 m

2. ,4.light flashes at the origiD ând the
odgìn clock stârts runniÌg at f = 0 s

Ø

4. We'lI assume that the experimerters in each ¡efe¡ence frame have assistants sit-
ting beside every clock to record the position and time of neatby events,

5. Perhaps most important, t is the time at which the event a ctuqlly hoppen& rlof
the time at which an experimenter seesJhe event or at which information about
the event reaches an experimenter

6. All experimenters in one reference frame agree on the spacetime coordinates of
an event. In other words, an event has a unique set of spacetime coordinates
in each reference frame.

ijl4l;f!"ru*l-l A ca4)enter is working on a house two blocks away. you norice a
slight delay between seeing the ca¡penter's haûmer hit the nail and hearing the blow.
At what time does the event "ha¡nmer hits nail" occur?

a. At the ¡nstant you hea¡ the blow
b. At the instant you see the hammer hit
c. Very slightly before you see the hammer hit
d. Very slightly after you see the hammer hit

Clock Synchronization
Ifs important that all the clocks in a reference frame be synchronized, meaning that
all clocks in the ¡eference frame have the same reading at any one instant of time,
Thus we need a method of synchronization. One idea that comes to mind is to desig-
nate the clock at the orìgln as fhe master c/oc,t We could then carry this clock around
to every clock in the lattice, adjust that clock to match the master clock, and finally
retum the masfer clock to the origin.

This would be a perfecdy good method of clock synchronization in Newtorian
mechanics, where time flows along smoothl¡ the same for everyone. But we,ve been
driven to reexamine the nature of ti¡ne by the possibility that time is different in refer-
ence frames moving relative to each other Because the master clock would move, we
callnot assume that the moving master clock would keep time in the same way as the
stationary clocks.

We need a synchronization method that does not require moving the clocks. Fortu-
nately, such a method is easy to devise. Each clock is resting at the intersection of
meter sticks, so by looking at the meter sticks, the assistant knows, or can calculate,
exactly how far each clock is from the origin. Once the distance is known, the assis-
tant can calculate exactly how long a light wave will take to travel from the origin to
each clock. For example, light will take 1.00 ps to travel to a clock 300 m from the
origin.

NotE > It's handy for many relativity problems to know that the speed of light is
c = 300 m/¡rs. <

To s}'nchronize the clocks, the assistants begin by setting each clock to display the
light travel time from the origiD, but they don't staf the clocks. Next, as FtcuRE j7.r4
shows, a light flashes at the origin and, simultaneously, the clock at the origin starts
running from I : 0 s. The light wave spreads out in all directions at speed c. A pho-
todetector o¡ each clock recognizes the arrivat of the light wave and, without delay,
stffts the clock. The clock had been preset with the light havel time, so each clock as it
starts reads exactly the same as the clock at the origin. Thus all the clocks will be syn-
ch¡onized after the light wave has passed by.

3. The clock sta¡ts ivben Lhe light wave
reaches it. It is nolv synchodzed with
t¡e origin clock. .,

t.\
!_l-( /\ (t\\, \-/
l
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Events and Observations
We noted above that / is the time the event actually happens. This is an important
point, one that beaß furthe¡ discussion. Light waves take time to travel. Meispges,
whether they're transmitted by light pulses, telephone, or courier on ho¡seback, take
time to be delivered. An experimenter observes an evertt, such as an exploding fire-
cracker, only (tt o lqter time whel.Tightwaves ¡each his or her eyes. But our interest is
in the event itself, not the experimenter,s observation of the event. The time at which
tlle expe¡imenter sees the event or receives info¡mation about the event is not \¡r'hen
the event achtally occuned.

Suppose at I : 0 s a firecracker explodes at x : 300 m. The fl ash of light from the
firecrackerwillreachanexperimenterattheoriginatrl:1.0¡r,s.Thesoundofthe
explosion will reach a sightless experimetter af t2 : 0.88 s. Neither ofthese is the time
t"u"nt of the explosion, although the experimenter can work backward from these times,
using known wave speeds, to determine /eve.r. In this example, the spacetime coordi_
nates of the event-the explosion-are (300 m, 0 m, 0 m, 0 s).

,.. . ÈxA!4PiE 5i.5 F¡ñdiúgthe.time ofàn,event: t: , ..' '.

expériìaeiæi Ain ætuiã;ò" Aams S ¡tuoi1q,ár rhe origin.:lookitrg in
Lhe positi ve x-direcrion. ExperimeDter B stands at .x = 900 m look_
ing ¡¡ tbe negarive ).-direcLion. A fi¡ec¡acker explodes somewhe¡e
between tbem. Experimenter B sees the light flash at I - 3.0 gs.

. .Exp.elilnênte! A: sþes tfè, liÉhf fliih arrr j .+.0 ¡. úúí,.at:]thè
spacetime coordirates of the exp¡os¡on?

MoDEt Experime¡te¡s A and B aÌe in the same referetrce frame
; : I ¿¡rd haye.pynchronizè¿ cicicts. : , ,,. .'. ' t,.,.,.. , , .,.,1

VISUAL|ZE FtcURElT.l5 sboqs the two experimenters and rhe
expiosioD at unknown positioD,r.

. t so,!y! Thg !ryg e4pçri¡nç4ten òbsé¡vg,Jight iash¿ì ãi two ditîe¡
ent i¡sra¡ls, bur tiere's only one evenl. Ljgbr travels 300 û¡./lrs, so
rhe additìo¡al 1.0 ¡rs needed for rhe lighr [o reach experi¡lenrer A

,:imllies th¿t.distance' G - 0 ni)'i¡.jod ¡â:ióiÀéi:th;' ijiifdûóéì
1900 m x¡. That is.

{.r-0ñ) - (900m -"1 rOO^

This ¡s easily solved to give .x = 600 m as tle positio¡ coordi¡ate
:of rtiè ériþldsioD, Th! ught t¡akes. t;0 ¡¿s.tq ravett3òo IÌi ¿o óipìxr

FtcuRE 37,1s ìl"e light wave re¿ches the exÞerimenters ¿t
different times. Neither of these is the iime ¿t which the
event actu¿lly happened.

ühveiø| rar)ø l,ùave{mrr! re¿ùet
A d,t= 4.ô 2.s. B Ã+ t = no/k¡.

1) (,P/ \a(l x ll
l\ i Expløstøn at/ . LA
\ \ Ps¡flôn hfinÉf I )
¿\ /\

-

menter B. 2.0 ps ro navel 600 m to experimeDter A. The üght js
received ar 3.O¡rs and 4.0 l¿s. respecrilely; hence ir was emjtted
by the explosioo at / = 2.0 ¡.r,s. Tbe spacetime coordj0ales of lhe
explosion are r600 m. 0 m.0 m. 2.0 ¡¿s L

AssEss Ajthough the experimenrers see Lhe explos¡on at differeot
tioes. they agree rhal the explosio¡ actuøJly happened at
t:2,.0.1+s. ' .: . '.: :.: . : ":. .. , .

Simultaneity
Two events 1 and 2 that take place at different positions .ïi and rz but at the same time
t1 : t2, as measured in some reference frarne, are said to be sÍmultaneous in tìat refer_
ence frame. Simultaneity is determi¡ed by when the events actually happen, not ¡vhen
they are seen or observed. In general, simultaneous events a¡e nol seen at the same time
because of the difference in light travel times ftom the events to an experimenter.

EXAMpLE 37.4 Arethe explosions simultaneous?
An,expêiìmentér iri réferencè f¡ame S.:çianã¡:at jhg bi,.igi.ntlàokiû. g
in the positive.t-direcûoÍ. At r - 3.0 ¡.r,s she seis fùlcracker J
explode ar .r - 600 m. A short ùme later, at ¡ _ 5.0 ¡rs. sbe sees
fi¡ec¡acker 2 explode at ;: 1200 m. Are the lwo expLosions
slqgltanggpllJf lot,.w¡ith ni""iaiÇ"¡¡oa"a r,trt 2. ,,' , ,,. 

.

MoDEL Light from both explosions ravels loward rhe experi-
menler al 300 r¡l¡¡,s.

,. lgrvE-.T¡. exp.grimenter.r¿¿r rri,o.diffûêdt.ê¡plòiioirs;but per-
. ceptkìns.o.f..þê évents a¡e¡ot the èvents thernsclìes, Wlien diJrhe

explosions acrually occwl Using tbe facl rhat light lravels at
300 rn/¡rs. we can sèe thâl firecracker I exploded at tr : 1.0 /4s
and fr¡ecracJ<er 2 also exploded al ¡2 : 1.0¡¿s. The events 4r¿
simultatreous.


